
Boutique logistics 

Personalized solutions for your business ! 

Baltic Freight
Services



Since 1996 BFS has been offering global logistics 

services covering air, ocean and road freight, 

customs brokerage and distribution to/from the 

Baltic and CIS countries.

History. BFS exists for more than 20 years now.
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Lithuania is a neighboring country to Belarus and Russian 

markets. There is an extensive amount of our clients who 

prefer to move their cargo via Lithuania for various 

reasons.

Our Klaipeda port at the Baltic Sea is the main gateway for 

the ocean-borne cargo going to/from Belarus. Klaipeda 

stevedores handle various types of cargo. Extensive 

network of rail and road enables efficient deliveries via our 

homeport.

A big part of the road cargo from West and East Europe 

goes to Russia and Belarus by passing Lithuania where 

additional value such as sorting, labelling, distribution, 

documentation etc. is added.

Crossroad of 
international 
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Air freight Road freight

Ocean 

freight 

Customs 

brokerage and 

distribution

We have not invented transportation. 
We are experts at it. 



When time is more of an essence than air …. 
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BFS is an IATA accredited agent. The official cargo agent of 

all major airlines in Lithuania for 20 year now.

An extensive network of partners ensures a reliable service 

for cargo deliveries from door to door all over the world.

BFS imports and exports cargo in all five continents. Our 

strength is trade to/from the Far East, USA and Canada, 

Kazakhstan, Australia, Belarus and Russia.

Personalized logistics solutions. We combine air freight with 

other modes of transportation when needed in order to 

meet your business needs.
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Air freight 



We offer comprehensive ocean freight forwarding services for 

both less than container load (LCL) and full container load (FCL) 

shipments.

A wide partner network helps our clients reach all major global 

markets and satisfies their diverse needs from local 

transportation to documentation and customs clearance.

We know the neighboring markets. We effectively deliver 

cargoes to CIS countries through distribution warehouses in 

Vilnius.

We organize transportation for specialized/project and non-

standard cargoes by sea.
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Ocean freight 
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www.bfs.lt For those who are not in a hurry, but 

know very well what they need …



Traditional transportation that has 

become unique  a long time ago … 
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We offer comprehensive freight forwarding services of road 

transport for fully loaded trucks (FTL) and groupage cargo 

(LTL). 

We have a wide network of reliable partners. That way we can 

ensure timely delivery of groupage cargo to / from all over 

Europe. 

All our customers with any specific requirements will be 

provided with optimal solutions for the transportation of 

specialized/project cargoes.

BFS is member of the Lithuanian National Freight Forwarders 

and Logistics Association LINEKA.
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Road freight 



Customs 
brokerage and 
distribution
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BFS is a licensed customs broker. We handle import, 

export and transit customs formalities.

We sort, pack and label the goods at the warehouse in 

Vilnius.

Cargo distribution to Lithuania, Baltic, Belarus, Russia  

and other CIS countries.

BFS provides an additional cargo insurance service at an 

international insurance company.
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www.bfs.lt Cargo is a result of hard work that 

we put into it. It requires a special 

care …. 
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Baltic Freight Services –

a partner of boutique logistics.

We invite you to try.

It can be a great discovery for all of us.  



Contact us 
BFS Sales team:

+370 521 326 11

sales@bfs.lt 
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